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Premium Worktop Screen

Acrylic Premium Screen

Face to face protection for customers and staff

Ensure visitors, customers and staff are protected

Key Features

Key Features

• No tools required - Quick to install and implement

• Made from 5mm clear acrylic

• Sturdy and effective

• Foot support slots into screen to stabilise the unit

• External white acrylic

• Screen flat packs for ease of shipment and storage

• Custom sizes are available on request

• Option to brand acrylic

Stay Safe, Professional Styling

Premium Safety Guard

Acrylic worktop protection screen. Perfect for customer service and retail
environments where face-to-face contact is inevitable.

Protection whilst in close proximity. These fully printable acrylic screens
can easily be wiped clean to be safely kept hygienic and sanitised.

Size: 800/1000/1200 (w) x 150 (d) x 750 (h) mm

Size – 1000 (w) x 750 (h) x 400 (d) mm
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Office Safety and Separation

Standard Screen Guard

Freestanding Desk Divider

Panels that shield individuals in close proximity

Desk protection available in two sizes

Key Features

Key Features

• Lightweight aluminium - Fast set up

• 5mm foamex infill panel

• Custom sizes available on request

• Foamex panel can be printed if required

• 3mm acrylic panelling

• White thermoformed MDF base

• Folds flat for transport

• Folds flat for transport - Easy to set up

Freestanding Screen Guard Solution

Highly portable Desk Divider

An ideal solution for offices, reception areas or counter service. Made from
lightweight aluminium with acrylic panelling and rubber feet for stability,
Screen Guard is tool-free and quick to use, opens up where required.

Tool-free and quick to deploy. The foamex panel slots into the
thermoformed MDF base for stability. Finished in white, the panel and
base can be wiped clean to keep it hygienic and sanitised.

Size: 8830 (w) x 920 (h) x 450 (d) mm

Size: Small: 600 (w) x 600 (h) Large: 800 (w) x 600 (h) mm

Office Safety and Separation
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Sneeze Guard

Wrap Around Screen

Lightweight face to face protection

Fully printable foamex and acetate screens

Key Features

Key Features

• No tools required

• Easy wipe clean unit ensures screen can be sanitised

• E-Flute Corrugated

• Two screen sizes available

• Available printed or plain white

• Screens flat pack for ease of shipment and storage

• Quick Setup

• No tools required

Easy install retail protection

Lightweight Protective Wrap Around Screens

A simple pop up cardboard frame with clear screen. Integrated cut-out
hatch at bottom. Great for counters and checkouts.

Wipe clean to be safely kept hygienic and sanitised. Screens come in two
sizes to accommodate different counter settings and can be fully printed
with branding to boost brand communication.

Size: 600 (w) x 800 (h) Legs: 220 (w) x 280 (h) mm

Sizes L: 1100 (w) x 900 (h) x 300 (d)  S: 700 (w) x 900 (h) x 250 (d) mm
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Office Safety and Separation

T3 desk dividers

Transform offices and work stations into protected and hygienic spaces
Key Features

U-Shaped

• Simple click and lock fittings
• Wipes clean with alcohol based products
• Screw to desk or use Velcro fittings
• Modular and reconfigurable
• Manufactured in UK

Straight

• Choose from four designs
• Custom layouts also available

Shapes & solutions for all situations
Transform offices and work stations into protected
and hygienic spaces with T3 structures.

H-Shaped

E-Shaped

L-Shaped

These are easy to assemble with no tools required.
They are quick to assemble - simple click and lock
fittings. These are modular and reconfigurable and
are designed for self-build.
We can create a bespoke desk divider to fit any desk
or counter. Please send us a sketch with dimensions
of the area that needs protecting, and we will send
you a quote.

Floor Standing

Ideal for call centres, emergency service facilities,
manufacturing / distribution sites and offices

Office Safety and Separation
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T3 Desk Partitions

Transform offices and work stations into protected and hygienic spaces with T3 structures
Key Features
• Unique reconfigurable design
• Wipes clean with alcohol based products
• Premium finish, high quality materials
• Manufactured in the UK
• Made using aluminium and can be clad
with a range of materials
• Bespoke to suit to individual office layouts
• Modular to adapt over time

Design your space
We can produce a configuration to suit your exact
layout requirements.
Full drawings can be produced to show how T3
Desk Partitions can work in your own offices.
Send us a rough sketch of your desks and their
dimensions and we will do the rest.
T3 Partitions are easy to assemble with no tools
required. They are quick to assemble - simple
click and lock fittings. These are modular and
reconfigurable and are designed for self-build.
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Office Safety and Separation

T3 Freestanding Walling

Divide open plan spaces with quick and easy-to-build modular hinged walling
Key Features
• Unique reconfigurable design to suit
individual requirements
• Premium finish using high quality materials
• Manufactured in the UK
• Modular to adapt over time
• Designed to protect and reduce risk over
large areas
• Suitable for a range of environments
including offices, schools, call centres,
co-working spaces

Safeguard staff in large areas
Ideal for breaking up open plan spaces. Fast to build
without the need for tools and can be flat packed
when not in use.
We can produce a configuration to suit your exact
requirements. Full drawings can be produced to
show how T3 Freestanding Walling can work in your
own offices.
Send us a rough sketch of your requirements and
their dimensions and we will do the rest.

Office Safety and Separation
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Portable desk divider

SteriMAX SD100

Transparent divider for office and retail

Mobile protective screen divider unit

Key Features

Key Features

• Transparent vinyl barrier

• Mobile with 360 degree rotating castors

• Easy clean - Easy to setup

• Tough 4mm acrylic

• Reduce droplet transmission

• Strong aluminium framework

• Versatile application in public space

• Can be joined together to create larger displays

Fully transparent portable desk divider

Create clear partitions in office environments

Shops, pharmacies, petrol stations, small production facilities, big factories,
restaurants or waiting rooms are places where people can meet with each
other. Limits the risk of droplet transmission. Prominent legs (available in
different colours) helps visibility minimise risk of collision.

Multiple units can be connected together to create customised
configurations to suit any space. This office divider is made of tough 4mm
acrylic and a strong aluminium profile. 360 degree rotating castors allow
the unit to be moved around in any direction. Size 900mm x 2000mm
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Office Safety and Separation

Premium Partition Screen

POD Screen

Ideal for screening or creating a hygienic barrier

Telescopic floor stand with five wheels

Key Features

Key Features

• Available in two styles – slatted or lattice

• Telescopic floor stand with five wheels

• Choice of three colours

• Easily manoeuvrable around patient or customer

• Combine in straight line or right angle

• Anodised aluminium - Stable construction

• Acetate window

• Height adjustable from 138cm to 190cm

Double-sided Premium Partition Screens

Designed for medical professionals

Both styles (lattice or slatted) are double sided with transparent infills that
can be wiped clean, ensuring good hygiene. Combine panels together inline or position at right angles, thanks to the unique shaped base.

POD helps to fulfil guidelines by creating the barrier between patient and
practitioner. It also reduces the direct impact of droplets on staff members
when treating. Moveable and height adjustable and it can be used, when a
GP is consulting with patients or a nurse is taking blood.

Size: 1000 (w) x 1630 (h) x 200 (d) mm, Slatted 16kg, Lattice 13kg

Office Safety and Separation
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Clear Protective Screens

Disinfectant Tunnels

Cost-effective way to provide a barrier

Bespoke stations with range of technology options

Key Features

Key Features

• Low cost

• Bespoke build to customer requirements

• Portable

• Purchase or short term hire available

• Quick set up

• Delivered and installed by our team

• 100cm or 120cm wide

• Ongoing support, Free 24-hour helpline

Quick to deploy, flexible solution

Certified and supplied to the NHS and BUPA

The 120cm wide screen has two poles at either end of the base, so the
centre if not obscured. The 100cm wide screen has one pole in the centre.
Supplied with a clear screen, this is a great solution for hair and beauty
salons as an efficient way to provide a physical barrier between customers.

We can produce, supply, install and maintain off-the-shelf and custom
built, fully branded sanitisation units to increase safety. We can also
provide the consumables for use with the units, maintenance, staffing and
security. A range of options are available including temperature checking,
attendee management, hand sanitisation and head to toe misting.
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Office Safety and Separation

Quickstand

Peagsus

Sign System

Single or double sided banner stand

Cost effective, flexible and adaptable

Portable steel sign with foam board sign

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

•

Cost effective

•

Wipe clean PVC panel

•

Durable metal steel

•

200cm high, 85cm wide, 3.6kg

•

Multiple widths and height options

•

Ideal for social distancing signage messages

•

Solid construction , great for occasional use

•

Cost effective backdrop

•

Simple to construct

•

Base supplied with a 2 year warranty

•

Create 6m display with extension kit

•

Update signage for future versatility

Budget option with quality features

Heavy duty PVC graphic panel

Durable and stable signage

The cost effective nature of these display stands
also makes them useful for time sensitive quick
promotions, we can also produce short life
graphic panels, making one off promotions even
more cost effective. Lightweight and travel ready.

The Pegasus graphic panel is printed onto a
one piece PVC material. The framework is
simple to assemble, and comes with full set up
instructions. A low cost Pehgasus backdrop can
be set up and in use within 10 minutes.

A sign display made from durable metal steel
with a weighted base and foam board sign. The
printed foam board sign can be printed with any
message / artwork. This can be used as a barrier
system to separate queues of people.

Safety Info Backdrops
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Zipper Wall Straight

Stretch Freestanding

Straight tension fabric panel frames

Custom freestanding fabric displays

Key Features

Key Features

• Easy fit graphic with zip fastening

• Imposing & eye catching display

• Ideal permanent feature or portable display

• Strong & sturdy

• Create stunning fabric graphics with double sided prints

• Multiple size & shape options

• A solution for every space, amazing 30 size options!

• Build & leave, designed for long-term use

One frame multiple options

One frame multiple options

With an incredible 30 size options in five standard heights and multiple
widths, there’s a solution that fits any display requirement, create unique
exhibition displays that are quick to construct. Combined with easy care
seamless graphics you’ll have a display solution that looks great for years!

Our Stretch freestanding display stands are designed for companies
looking for professional backdrop displays. Stretch Freestanding is available
with an easy to fit fabric graphic panel which is supplied with silicone edge
strips which slide into the framework.
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Safety Info Backdrops

Centro

Static frame display system
Key Features
• Designed to achieve a visually seamless
magnetic graphic display
• Innovative adaptable display system
• Contemporary neon acrylic caps and
accessories in different colours
• Unique, durable aluminium construction
• Only a single hex key for assembly
• Fittings available for small & large screen
• Silver base plate to ensure stability
• Overall height without lighting 2019mm
• Quality assured with a 5 year guarantee

Centro high impact static displays
We have been supplying Centro framed stands for
over ten years, and with good reason! Built around
the reliable and stable Centro locked frame system,
you have a huge choice of shapes and accessories
to build your future marketing displays around.
Start with a small static display and grow into a fully
modular system at your own pace, with long term
guarantee and our support your system will last for
years to come, make the smart choice.

Safety Info Backdrops
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Teardrop

Switch

A-Master

Popular sail banner 2.4m - 5.6m

Quick change poster display

A2, A1, A0 or 20” x 30” size options

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

• Available single or double sided

• Quick change graphics, double sided

• Double sided, range of size options

• Treated fabrics, UV resistant Inks

• Secure poster display

• Snap-frame design

• Washable & Colour-fast

• Holds A2 size print

• Suitable for indoor or outdoor use

• Four impressive sizes

• Quick build, no tools required

• Quick build, solid construction

Popular outdoor flying banners

Ideal for shop fronts or forecourts

Folding outdoor signage

Teardrop Banners are the perfect tool for
outdoor branding opportunities at sporting
events, charity events, showroom display, or to
grab the attention of passers-by.

Sign with magnetic poster pockets for easy
poster changeover. Stainless steel hanging
brackets. Frames are available in black or white.
The base is made from recycled PVC.

Available in a range of sizes, it comes with a front
opening aluminium snap frame with rounded
corners. Supplied with a perspex anti glare poster
cover to protect your poster from rain.
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Safety Displays for Outdoors

Café Barriers

Gazebo

Wide range of size & configurations

Branded Gazebos in a range of sizes

Key Features

Key Features

• High quality finish, sturdy design

• Full printed walls, half walls and front door options

• Perfect retail or event barrier

• Solid construction, perfect in any weather

• Choice of materials for all situations

• Two people can setup easily

• Tension arms keep graphics looking great

• Ground secured options depending on usage

Update graphics easily, long term investment

Range of configurations

Create the perfect space for your customers and brand, deluxe Cafe
barriers are ideal defining outside areas. Hard-wearing posts & bases with
top & bottom bars that hold branded panel in place. Available with black or
chrome poles & feet, complete your display with a stylish finish that suits.

We offer a standard and premium gazebo, with the main difference being
the thickness of the aluminium frame. The premium gazebo is more suited
to frequent use in strong weather conditions. We can produce both
options in a 3x3m, 4.5x3m and 6x3m size, single or double-sided panels.

Safety Displays for Outdoors
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Pop Up Counters

Podium Pro

Pop Up & Mini Pop Up

Budget Counter With Pro Options

Key Features

Key Features

• Mini & standard sizes

• Choice of three sizes and profiles

• Wrap around graphics

• Only four parts assembly

• Internal shelves add stability

• Wrap graphic panel with Velcro fastening

• Complete with carry bag

• Large & Medium tabletops Black, Wood, White & Silver

Best selling counter solution

Medium, large or rectangle option

Pop Up Counters are elegant podiums, simple and quick to set up. With
shelving space inside this counter, it’s a perfect display for exhibitions.

Our popular Podium Pro range with budget pricing and professional styling
has expanded to include three counter sizes and profile options . With
coned wall materials and a curved structure it’s solid yet portable, with the
option to print your own wrap graphic to add brand recognition.
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Safety Promotion Counters

Menu Stand

Q-Manager

iPad Podium iPad Versa

Snapframe POS stands

Quick barrier info display

Single iPad display stand

Optional table & graphic

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

• Two styles Straight / Curved

• Chrome heavy-duty base & post

• Made for iPad

• Twin posts, black or white finish

• A3 & A4 size options

• Retractable red barrier belt

• Single post, base & acrylic table

• Optional santiser dispenser

• Front-opening snapframes

• Control people & crowd flow

• Continuous iPad power supply

• A4 brochure holder & table top

• Stable & secure base

• Width between posts approx 2m

• Size: 500(w) x 445(d) x 1340mm(h)

• Continuous power supply

Flexible & different

Direct your audience

Simple secure construction

Encourage customer interaction

Used for exhibitions, retail displays and
just generally as an interesting way to
deliver personal, comfortable eye level
information.

Perfect for use in high traffic areas, a
quality, affordable solution. Add info
to sign holder frame with slot for slide
in graphic, displays A4 graphics.

A heavy base and intelligent cable
management make the Podium iPad
stand a firm favourite. Also has a
choice of acrylic top colours.

Stylish design and optional extras, acrylic
tables & A4 brochure holder (in a choice of
colours). Add a linking profile, to allow your
printed branded message.

Safety Promotion Counters
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beMatrix - Office solutions

Build complete workstations to keep staff at safe distances with beMatrix system
Key Features
• Complete hire, design & install service
• Rent or buy beMatrix, long or short term
rentals
• Choice of materials for infill panels
• Screens can be built into the framework
• Re-configure for changing requirements
• Install service available

Built around beMartix reliability
The beMatrix solution offers a premium system to
create bespoke partitions, desk areas and temporary
meeting rooms. The robust and rigid framework can
support a range of panel materials such as acrylic,
dibond, foamex, fabric or MDF.
Each beMatrix office solution is a one off designed
to meet your exact requirement and needs.
The first stage in putting together a proposal
is to get a full understanding of your specific
requirements. From this we will then put together
full 3D drawings and a quote.
Send us a rough plan of your requirements and
floorspace and well do the rest!
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beMatrix Workplace Solutions

beMatrix - Care Home Safety

Create safe areas for care home clients to meet their friends in family in safety
Key Features
• Complete hire, design & install service
• Rent or buy beMatrix, long or short term
rentals
• Choice of materials for infill panels
• Screens can be built into the framework
• Re-configure for changing requirements
• Install service available

Safety for vulnerable communities
The beMatrix solution offers a premium system
to provide safe areas in care homes for safety and
comfort.
The robust and rigid framework can support a
range of panel materials such as acrylic, dibond,
foamex, fabric or MDF.
Each beMatrix office solution is a one off designed
to meet exact requirement and needs.
The first stage in putting together a proposal
is to get a full understanding of your specific
requirements. From this we will then put together
full 3D drawings and a quote.

beMatrix Workplace Solutions
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beMatrix - Factory Safety

Build complete workstations to keep staff at safe distances with beMatrix system
Key Features
• Complete hire, design & install service
• Rent or buy beMatrix, long or short
term rentals
• Choice of materials for infill panels
• Screens can be built into the framework
• Re-configure for changing requirements
• Install service available

Screen safety on an industrial scale
The beMatrix solution offers a premium system to
create bespoke working areas in factories to protect
employees and visitors.
The robust and rigid framework can support a range
of panel materials such as acrylic, dibond, foamex,
fabric or MDF.
Each beMatrix office solution is a one off designed
to meet exact requirement and needs. Walls
Frame system

Body & Skin

The first stage in putting together a proposal
is to get a full understanding of your specific
requirements. From this we will then put together
full 3D drawings and a quote.
The modularity of the beMatrix 360° system will not stand in the
way of your creativity. Almost any form, line and construction is
conceivable and easily created. It looks more like high quality made
to measure material than a standard modular system.
And if you are looking to do something that nobody’s ever seen
before, we can make special customised elements for you.
Every wall can be built up into a sturdy but lightweight structure
without tools in a minimum amount of time, with the option of
shelves, flat screens, lightboxes or other technical fittings.

Panels are attached
with velcro

tip
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Textiles are attached using a
silicone strip

Curious about how simple
and easy to use it can be?
More info on
beMatrix.com/wall

Once built, your beMatrix wall is ready for further finishing touches.
You can now decorate the open load-bearing structure and cover
it with panels or textiles, optionally printed. Panels are fastened
using Velcro and textiles using silicone strips, without damaging the
aluminium frames. This unique multi-functional frame system won us
the reddot design award 2013.
Perforated aluminium structures can be fully or partially covered.

Using beMatrix frame systems
you can create and build innovative
stands without tools or technical
resources.

re!nventing stand building systems

beMatrix Workplace Solutions

beMatrix - Gym Safety

beMatrix - Online Meetings

Keep customers safe with smart screening options

Build large scale digital conference spaces

Key Features

Key Features

• Rent or buy, complete hire, design & install service

• Rent or buy, complete hire, design & install service

• Choice of materials for infill panels

• Choice of materials for infill panels

• Screens can be built into the framework

• Screens can be built into the framework

• Re-configure for changing requirements

• Re-configure for changing requirements

Design your own safe training space

Digital meetings never looked so good!

The beMatrix solution offers a premium system to create safe areas within
gyms and fitness studios. The robust and rigid framework can support a
range of panel materials such as acrylic, dibond, foamex, fabric or MDF.
With a full design service sketch out your proposal, we’ll do the rest.

The beMatrix solution offers a premium system to create professional
backdrops for large scale online meetings, exhibitions or conferences.
Digital graphics as well as printed graphics can be incorporated. The robust
and rigid framework can support a range of panel materials & graphics.

beMatrix Workplace Solutions
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beMatrix - Restaurant

Create separation structures to help restaurants obtain a safe, attractive, environment
Key Features
• Complete hire, design & install service
• Rent or buy beMatrix, long or short
term rentals
• Choice of materials for infill panels
• Screens can be built into the framework
• Re-configure for changing requirements
• Install service available

Frames that enhance your space
beMatrix frames can be completely hidden, so the
structure will look like a natural part of the restaurant.
The visible elements will be the infill panels, which can
be made from fabric, acrylic or rigid boards. These can
be printed with any design, or plain colours.
A mixture of acrylic and branded infill panels can
ensure that the structure blends with the ambience
of your restaurant and makes your customers feel
comfortable and safe.
Frames can be produced in any size and shape, with a
range of accessories available including digital displays,
screens, shelving and doors.
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beMatrix Workplace Solutions

Clingz

Environmentally friendly – PVC free - 100% recyclable

Floor Stickers

Floor stickers for either indoor or outdoor use

YOUR LOGO HERE

CAUTION
MAINTAIN SOCIAL DISTANCING

2M

Key Features

Key Features

• Extremely versatile - Adhesive free

• Low tac or high tac available

• Easy to use - No expensive installation required

• Can be printed in any size

• Easy to remove - No damage or sticky residue

• Laminated

• Repositionable & bubble free

• Anti- slip

Safety stickers with a difference!

Great for indoor and outdoor messaging

A unique electrostatic printed panel that ‘clings’ on both sides to virtually
any clean surface without the need for tape, tacks or adhesives. CLINGZ is
unrivalled in terms of its versatility and range of applications as it will stick
to brick, wood, plastic, metal, glass, marble, vinyl and many other surfaces!

Indoor stickers are supplied with a low tac adhesive so ideal for temporary
use. Outdoor stickers are supplied with a high tac adhesive and can fit to
a range of surfaces. Prices vary depending on quantity, size and indoor /
outdoor use, so please get in touch for a bespoke quotation.

Printed Safety Signage
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Premium

Standard

Kids

Wall Mounted

Premium Hand Sanitiser

Standard Hand Sanitiser

Multi-Height Sanitising Unit

Desk / Wall Mounted Sanitiser

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

• Two shelf areas

• A4 updatable poster frame

• Adjustable height with four settings

• Desk or wall mounted

• A4 poster frame

• One shelf

• Supplied flat packed

• Gloss white

• White, wipe free surface

• White, wipe clean surface

• Two graphic options

• Wipe clean

• Waste bin area

• Fabricated in the UK

• Custom printing available

• A4 poster frame

Premium Sanitising Station

Designed for high traffic areas Great child friendly solution

Mounted hand sanitiser, disposable
glove box, surface cleaner, paper towel
shelving and waste bin. Comes with
A4 updatable poster frame.

Ideal for main walkways, entrances to
stairwells, toilets and lifts. Provides
regular opportunity for customers and
staff keep clean.
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With a blue glossy powder coated
finish that is easy to wipe down and
keep sanitised. It is very stable and
has no sharp edges.

Clear versatile messaging
Easily deployed to sit on counters,
desks or affix to walls so available
wherever they are required. Add
instructions using the poster frame.

Hand Sanitiser Units

Digital

STX

SteriMax

Digital screen & hand sanitiser

STX Hand Sanitiser

SteriMax Modular Sanitiser

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

• Sanitiser level indicator

• Premium quality & cost effective

• A4 snap frame for information display

• 3 Year warranty

• 3 options to secure sanitiser

• Height can be adjusted easily

• Wifi enabled - Plug and play

• A4 snap frame for poster

• Dispenser arm reduces hand contact

• Commercial grade solution

• Sturdy steel base

• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use

Wall mounted 22’’ Android Digital Screen

Quality solution, affordable pricing

Freestanding unit easy to setup

Automatic Sanitiser dispenser WIFI enabled.
Supplied with one year’s free CMS licence to
manage the content online. Content can also be
plug and play loaded via a standard USB.

STX hand sanitiser post is a cost effective and
durable dispenser with heavy and stable steel
base. hand sanitiser dispensers can be fitted with
an O ring, L ring or clear panel.

Simply assemble the unit, fill up the bottle
(included) with hand gel and it’s ready to go!
Pumps the gel with a arm or elbow to keep
hands from touching surfaces.

Hand Sanitiser Units
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Sani-Pod

Thermal

Mobile

Concertina

Sani-Pod Sanitiser Section

Thermal Camera Sani-Stand

Mobile Sani-Wall

Concertina Sani-Wall

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

• Uses standard batteries

• Shows temperature of person to
accuracy of 0.2 degrees Celsius

• 10 auto or manual dispensers

• Standard walls have 5 panels, 6 dispensers

• Double sided (5 dispensers each side)

• Powder coated aluminium angle corners

• Suitable for indoor and outdoor

• Alerts if temperature is too high &
advises individual to wear a mask

• Back to back printed ACM

• Rubber edging for soft / protective edges

• Printed with your branding

• Grants access to locking doors

• Heavy duty outdoor locking castors

• Configurable to different shapes/sizes

Versatile With Fast Install

Customisable interface

Double Sided Wheeled Unit

Efficient and flexible

Choose from two shapes – rounded
or square top, and add your logo. Or
create your own artwork to match
your brand and message.

Advanced technology to monitor body
temperatures with many monitoring
features. With or without an automatic
or manual sanitiser dispenser.

Great for busy environments to
provide multiple sanitising points. Its
mobile design provides flexibility to
offer hand sanitisation wher required.

Suitable for high traffic areas, such as
stadiums, event venues and shopping
centres. The wall is double sided to
provide double the sanitiser points.

• Easy to refill
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Hand Sanitiser Units

Premium

Unprinted

Standard

Snood

Printed Face Mask

Plain comfortable masks

Re-usable and washable

Comfortable flat seams

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

• Washable and reusable

• Plain white

• Breathable fabric expands to the

• Bespoke printing available

• Printed to your bespoke design

• Washable

• Ear or full head elastic

• Three layers

• Fast drying - Absorbent

• Comfortable and universal

• Shaped to fit snug - Two layers

• Low cost

• Hypoallergenic and non-irritating

• Elastic knitted fabric

Produced in the UK

Budget plain washable masks

Custom printed face masks

Black, white or custom printed

Designed for comfortability. Produced
from two layers, with 100% cotton
on the inside for extra comfort and
polyester on the outside for durability.

Produced from three layers and
designed to be light and comfortable.
Ordered in minimum order quantities
of 10. Secure elastic fittings.

Single layered, pleated and made
from Microfibre (70% polyester, 30%
polyamide) which is completely free
from harmful chemicals & safe.

Available in a universal size, made
from knitted fabrics with high levels
of breathability. The snood material is
washable easy to keep clean.

Face Coverings

contour of your face

• Multiple use
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Protective Mask Cover One

Distancing Tape

Protective Face Mask

Cover One Protective Visor

Floor marking tape for office and retail

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

• FFP2/N95 and MNS available

• Easy to maintain

• Heavy duty self adhesive vinyl

• Delivery within 5 working days

• Ergonomic shape

• Solid Colours - Premium industrial quality

• CE Certification

• Lightweight & convenient to use

• 50mm width - 33 metre length

• Disposable

• High quality transparent durable plastics

• 18 rolls per case

Disposable protective masks

Reusable protective visor

Safe distancing tape for marking spaces

FFP2 protective masks with 95% filtration
including microbial particles. Our disposable
MNS masks have 2 layers of non-woven fabric
and melamine fabric. Both have CE certification.

Used as a complementary element of protective
clothing, to reduce the risk of droplet borne
infections. Protects membranes of the lips, eyes
and nose from contaminated hands or objects.

Used for marking out spacing in public/work
spaces. This tape is heavy duty industrial grade self
adhesive vinyl. Each roll is 50mm wide with a 33
metre length.
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Face Coverings / Safe Distancing Tape

Retail Safety

Retail Safety Partitions and Screens
Key Features
• No tools required
• Quick and easy to build
• Modular and reconfigurable
• Fast delivery
• Easy self-build or install service
• Rental options available

Frames that enhance your space
Use T3 to create safe and efficient retail environments.
All of our solutions are designed to be branded to
seamlessly integrate within your supermarket, shop or
store space. Ideal for:

• Temporary signage
• Safety screening at locations customer engagement
• Controlled queuing systems
• Fast build collection points
• Portable partitions
These are designed for quick and easy self assembly,
although an installation service is available.

Retail Safety
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enquiries@zoomdisplay.co.uk
01245 325743
Unit 9, Tabrums Farm,
Tabrums Lane, Battlesbridge
SS11 7QX
www.zoomdisplay.co.uk

